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Grab your peg leg and your parrotâ€”and donâ€™t forget the underpants! This wacky picture book

pairs pirates and underwear in an uproarious adventure.These pirates SO love

underpants,Theyâ€™re on a special questTo find the fabled Pants of Gold,For the Captainâ€™s

treasure chest. This laugh-out-loud Underpants adventure is full of pirates, sharks, and treasure.

Youâ€™ll be yo-ho-ho-ing with hilarity until the pirates conclude their zany expedition!
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I really really wanted to love this one. My boys who are 3 and 4 enjoy it. I however am not sold. I

loved Dinosaurs love underpants and liked aliens love underpants and thought for sure this would

be the best yet, but it fell short. I think for me it was the fact that the wording didn't flow like it did in

the other books, I think they could have done better with this one. I give it a 3.5 because my boys

love everything pirate they still love this one.

This is the cutest series of books I have seen in a very long time. I bought this one, plus four others,

for my three-year-old grandson. He begs for them to be read to him. I have often bought books that

had great reviews, read them to him, and then thought, "I just wasted fifteen minutes of his life and



mine!" Not with this series. I highly recommend them.

We received Dinosaurs Love Underpants for my daughters birthday and she loved that so much we

bought Pirates Love Underpants. It didn't disappoint, my daughter loves this as well and it's become

one of our staples during reading time. Plus, Ben Cort's illustrations are so vivid and fun.

We sure start off with the right ingredients - I mean who doesn't like pirates or underpants? But a

clever premise does not necessarily make a good kid's picture book.Here, we get the full monty.

Clever rhymes, goofy bright drawings, a plot with a trick ending, and even an underwear centric

moral. While never straying from the underwear theme we even get a lot of piratey stuff.This is a fun

read to and easily becomes a read with and later a read-alone. The rhymes are clever, but direct, so

a youngster should be able to handle them fairly early on.It's too bad R.L.S. didn't take the next step

once he had created "longjohn" Silver.

Pirates and colorful underpants - what a combination for a picture book! This is almost as good as

the author's other book - "Dinosaurs Love Underpants". Looks like someone has a undies fixation

but I guess that's OK. Our pirate crew, who wear there underpants on the outside of their regular

pants, are off to find the ultimate treasure - the fabled Pants of Gold.The funny illustrations and

rhymed text chronicle every bit of their quest including how our band of pirates steal the Pants of

Gold from other buccaneers who retrieve it first. If you have ever had elastic malfunctions with your

undies you'll love the ending!Kids will relish this silly story. Parents will like it too. It is a hoot from

start to finish so buy it... I plan to set it aside until my granddaughter is old enough to appreciate the

quest for the Pants of Gold; then we will have a good laugh together.

SUMMARY: A crew of pirates is on a "special quest to find the fabled Pants of Gold." They follow a

treasure map to the treasure island, but find a surprise when they reach it. Someone else has

beaten them there. They follow the foot tracks to where the other pirate crew lays sleeping with their

golden find. But the captain has a clever idea to stop the other pirates in their tracks in order to steal

the golden pirate booty.ILLUSTRATIONS: The pictures are large, brightly colored, creative, and full

of great underwear! I especially loved the adorable monkey and the sharks wearing underwear.THE

GOOD: I am a sucker for just about any picture book that features pirates so I loved the pirates in

this book who wear their underwear outside of their pants! Pirates and underwear are a great mix

for kids who will love the laughs along the way.THE NOT AS GOOD: This is the third book I have



read in this series (I haven't gotten to the first one yet) and every single one of them has weak

wording. The rhyming is forced and the vocabulary is a bit lacking in creativity and imagination.AGE

RECOMMENDATION: Ages 4-8

This book is a joy to read and is very clever. My daughter asks for it nightly and has taken an

interest in underwear, but not the toilet lol.

We love this book! Super cute idea and presentation. My 2.5 year old has it memorized from us

reading it so much and will walk around the house reciting phrases from it!
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